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A Mini Club Med at the 5-trident resort of La Plant ation d’Albion: 
Luxury to be experienced as a family 

 
 
 
December 2009  - New! Club Med offers the possibility of experiencing luxury as a family in its resort of La 
Plantation d’Albion Club Med, in Mauritius, with the construction of a Mini Club Med®.  
 
Beginning in April 2010, children 4 to 10 years of age will be supervised in a place imbued with local culture 
whose main theme will be "the sugar cane plantation’’; covering its cultivation, harvesting and transformation.  
This theme will be deployed in three different spaces: For 4 to 5 year olds: “nature that grows”, for 5 to 7 year olds 
“the harvest” and 8 to 10 year olds will discover the secrets of sugar cane transformation.  
 
This 250-square meter Mini-Club Med®, imagined by designers Marc Hertrich and Nicolas Adnet, will be 
composed of several Mauritian bungalows integrated in their natural surroundings and in harmony with the 
architecture of the resort, with 150 square meters of shaded areas and an outdoor swimming pool.  
 
The creation of this Mini Club Med is also accompanied by new activities such as the creation of a flying trapeze 
or the adaptation of activities that already exist in the resort like golf, sailing, tennis, archery, snorkeling... A 
Junior’s Club Med® will also be set up with an activity program dedicated to 11 to 17 year olds. 
 
With this new infrastructure, Club Med innovates ever and again and becomes the first tourist operator of the 
island to offer exceptional vacations and unforgettable moments to be shared by families or couples.  
 
The Resort of la Plantation d’Albion Club Med  
  
Located on one of the last unspoiled creeks of the island, in the heart of a natural 22-hectare park, the resort of la 
Plantation d’Albion, the first 5-trident resort, welcomes clients in a wild and singular atmosphere. 
 
The local architect Jean-Philippe Unienville and well-known designers Marc Hertrich and Nicolas Adnet have 
succeeded in imbuing this place with atmospheres specific to the Mauritius by calling on the multi-cultural 
influences of the country.  
 
Luxury accommodation offering 265 rooms, all with their own patio or balcony distributed in small buildings in the 
midst of a treed garden: 171 Club rooms measuring 41 square meters with 9-square meter furnished patio, 64 
deluxe 50-square meter rooms with 18-square meter furnished patio and 30 suites of 71 square meters with 
garden and outdoor shower. 
 
The 800-square meter Cinq Mondes® spa* at the water’s edge, immersed in nature, is a haven of well being. 
White stone floors, water rivulets, bamboo bordering the walk, lava stone walls, thatch roof and a central island 
complete this temple of wellness.  
 
In this “Table Gourmet” resort the best chefs prepare their ingenious fare for the world cuisine buffet and in the 
specialty restaurant, with table service, champagne included after 6:00 pm and breakfast room service.  
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